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Abstract: Unmanned aerial system (UAS) remote sensing has rapidly expanded in recent years,
leading to the development of several multispectral and thermal infrared sensors suitable for UAS
integration. Remotely sensed thermal infrared imagery has been used to detect crop water stress and
manage irrigation by leveraging the increased thermal signatures of water stressed plants. Thermal
infrared cameras suitable for UAS remote sensing are often uncooled microbolometers. This type
of thermal camera is subject to inaccuracies not typically present in cooled thermal cameras. In
addition, atmospheric interference also may present inaccuracies in measuring surface temperature. In this study, a UAS with integrated FLIR Duo Pro R (FDPR) thermal camera was used to
collect thermal imagery over a maize and soybean field that contained twelve infrared thermometers (IRT) that measured surface temperature. Surface temperature measurements from the UAS
FDPR thermal imagery and field IRTs corrected for emissivity and atmospheric interference were
compared to determine accuracy of the FDPR thermal imagery. The comparison of the atmospheric
interference corrected UAS FDPR and IRT surface temperature measurements yielded a RMSE of
2.24 degree Celsius and a R2 of 0.85. Additional approaches for correcting UAS FDPR thermal
imagery explored linear, second order polynomial and artificial neural network models. These
models simplified the process of correcting UAS FDPR thermal imagery. All three models performed
well, with the linear model yielding a RMSE of 1.27 degree Celsius and a R2 of 0.93. Laboratory
experiments also were completed to test the measurement stability of the FDPR thermal camera
over time. These experiments found that the thermal camera required a warm-up period to achieve
stability in thermal measurements, with increased warm-up duration likely improving accuracy of
thermal measurements.
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1. Introduction
Unmanned aerial system (UAS) remote sensing has gained significant traction in the
last decade, leading to the development of various UAS and sensor payloads. Typical
remote sensing platforms like satellite and manned aircraft have limitations due to the
lack of spatiotemporal resolution and high cost. UASs provide a less expensive method
of remote sensing and offer greater opportunity and flexibility to collect high resolution
data usable in various applications. Satellite and manned aircraft remote sensing have
previously provided data shown to be beneficial to agronomic applications. These data
have been used to predict various crop biophysical characteristics such as leaf area index
(LAI), crop height, fraction of vegetative cover, crop coefficient, crop evapotranspiration
(ET) and phenotyping. Multispectral reflectance and vegetation indices have been used
to model LAI, canopy height and fraction of vegetative cover [1–5]. Neale et al. [6] used
canopy reflectance measured with portable radiometers and the normalized difference
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vegetation index (NDVI) to develop a reflectance-based crop coefficient model providing
a more real-time crop coefficient which improved estimating actual crop ET. In addition
to modeling crop characteristics, remotely sensed thermal infrared data has been used
to model the surface energy balance fluxes. Norman et al. [7] proposed the two-source
energy balance (TESB) model that uses remotely sensed multispectral reflectance and
surface temperature measurements to partition the canopy and soil surfaces into their
respective energy balance fluxes. Several others have explored similar energy balance
parameterizations utilizing remotely sensed data [8–14]. Many of these models require
accurately calibrated canopy/surface temperatures as inputs to estimate the energy balance
fluxes. The energy balance approach has been used to estimate actual crop ET which
provides information necessary for irrigation management. Neale et al. [15] developed
a hybrid model combining the TSEB and reflectance-based crop coefficient models for
determining actual crop ET with higher accuracy. This hybrid approach has been used for
managing variable rate irrigation of maize and soybean fields [16–18]. While agronomic
research has utilized remote sensing extensively, UASs are beginning to provide additional
insight through very high-resolution remote sensing of vegetation previously not feasible
with satellite and manned aircraft platforms.
Thermal information is often used to detect crop water stress due to different factors.
DeJonge et al. [19] found plant canopy temperature measured with thermal infrared
radiometers (IRT) to be highly correlated with leaf water potential, affirming that plant
water stress can be evaluated using thermal infrared thermography techniques. Given that
IRT measurements can be used to detect crop water stress, studies have applied similar
techniques with UAS thermal imagery. Bian et al. [20] used UAS thermal infrared imagery
and a simplified crop water stress index (CWSIsi) to determine water stress of cotton,
finding that the CWSIsi had higher correlation with stomatal conductance and transpiration
rate. With current research using UAS-based thermal data for agricultural applications,
studies using thermal cameras for crop monitoring are becoming more frequent.
Common sensors used in agriculturally related remote sensing include multispectral
reflectance and thermal infrared cameras. Multispectral cameras are typically less complex
than thermal cameras due to the simpler detector required to measure the shortwave
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Thermal camera sensors often are cooled to a
specific temperature to maintain measurement accuracy. However, cooled thermal cameras
are large and heavy for typical UASs. Uncooled microbolometer thermal cameras are better
suited for UAS remote sensing due to their small lightweight design. A downside to an
uncooled sensor is the stability and accuracy in thermal measurements, as microbolometer
sensors are less sensitive and accurate than cooled sensor systems. Uncooled thermal
cameras are subject to measurement drift due to changing camera body and sensor temperature. Ribeiro-Gomes et al. [21] discussed various corrections needed for uncooled
thermal cameras including corrections for non-uniformity, defective pixel, shutter, radiometric and temperature dependency. While some radiometric thermal cameras are capable
of accounting for some of these corrections, non-radiometric cameras require additional
corrections for accurate thermal imaging. Prior research has noted that thermal calibration
is crucial for uncooled sensors [22]. Several studies have been conducted to determine the
accuracy of uncooled thermal cameras, with some developing calibration models intended
to increase thermal measurement accuracy. Ribeiro-Gomes et al. [21] developed a neural
network calibration model that improved UAS thermal remote sensing accuracy while
Jensen et al. [23] demonstrated two calibration approaches involving ground-based thermal
measurements and temperature-controlled pools for improving UAS-based thermal imaging. Kelly et al. [24] developed a simple empirical line calibration for a non-radiometric
FLIR Vue Pro 640 camera, finding that their calibration performed well under stable laboratory conditions with a decline in accuracy under changing ambient conditions typically
experienced during UAS flights. Their findings also suggested that the thermal camera
required a warm-up period before measurements stabilized.
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In addition to the inaccuracies of the cameras themselves, atmospheric interference
may play a role in settings such as remote sensing of agricultural fields. Modeling the
atmospheric profile and applying corrections may help remove the effects of atmospheric
interference [25]. This approach has been used in previous research with Landsat satellite
thermal imagery [16,17]. A downside to modeling the atmospheric profile and interference
is the need for the radiative transfer code MODTRAN, a licensed software [26]. MODTRAN
uses the modeled atmospheric profile to determine the transmission and the upwelling and
downwelling radiance that affect thermal infrared measurements. Acquiring MODTRAN
software may not be feasible for all UAS thermal remote sensing users. A potential
alternative is to develop a calibration model using similar parameters used in modeling
the atmospheric profile. The Barsi et al. [25] online atmospheric profile calculator offers
optional inputs for surface condition parameters including atmospheric pressure, air
temperature and relative humidity. A model using these parameters may be sufficient for
determining the atmospheric interference for low altitude UAS remote sensing and, hence,
lead to a simplified method for correcting UAS thermal images.
Surface emissivity also plays a role in accurately estimating surface temperature
using thermal infrared radiometers and/or imagers. Emissivity ranges from zero to one
and is the ratio of emission of a surface to that of a perfect emitter (blackbody) at a
given temperature [2]. Several thermal cameras used in UAS remote sensing provide
the user the ability to set the target emissivity. In agricultural applications, the surface
often measured consists of a mix of vegetation and soil which have different emissivity
values. The actual surface emissivity is then a combination of vegetation and soil emissivity
based on the fraction of the two surfaces present in the sensor field of view (FOV), or the
fraction of vegetation cover. In typical agricultural fields, the fraction of vegetative cover
changes over time as the crop grows leading to changes in surface emissivity. This change
in emissivity should be accounted for when collecting thermal imagery of agricultural
fields over a growing season. Brunsell and Gillies [2] provided a method for calculating
surface emissivity of vegetated areas using NDVI. This approach has been used with
high-resolution airborne thermal imagery in numerous applications [27,28].
While uncalibrated or non-radiometric UAS thermal imagery may be adequate for
identifying spatial patterns in the crop canopy for agronomic management, applications
requiring surface or canopy temperature for crop stress indices or energy balance models
requires a highly accurate determination of canopy temperature. Thermal imagery used in
various models for detecting crop water stress and estimating crop ET highlights the need
to confirm UAS thermal camera measurement accuracy. Many thermal cameras available
today for UAS remote sensing are radiometric sensors claiming accurate temperature
measurements within a certain error tolerance. The error tolerance of these cameras
often does not meet the accuracy needed for use in energy balance models. The idea of
developing a universal calibration model to increase the accuracy of UAS remote sensing
thermal cameras is ideal but likely unfeasible from a research standpoint due to the need to
collect remotely sensed thermal imagery with different thermal cameras at various climates
and remote sensing altitudes. A more concentrated approach for increasing accuracy of
UAS remotely sensed thermal imagery may be easier and provide high quality data for use
in applications like energy balance modeling.
The objective of this study was to determine the accuracy of a FLIR Duo Pro R
(FDPR) thermal infrared camera integrated with a DJI Matric 600 (M600) UAS in measuring canopy temperature of an agricultural field. The objectives of this research were:
(1) determine duration of warm-up period needed for FDPR thermal camera to achieve
stabilized measurements; (2) correct UAS thermal imagery for emissivity and atmospheric
interference using the modeled atmospheric profile and MODTRAN and assess accuracy
of corrected UAS thermal imagery by comparing to IRT surface temperature measurements; (3) develop simplified FDPR thermal camera calibration models using IRT surface
temperature measurements.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Laboratory Test
This research included laboratory and field testing of the FDPR thermal camera.
Laboratory testing of the thermal camera was conducted in a controlled indoor environment
to minimize atmospheric effects. The laboratory work consisted of collecting FDPR thermal
imagery over a temperature-controlled water bath that was heated from 3 to 50 degrees
Celsius using two hot plates and was kept well mixed using a magnetic stir bar. Two factory
calibrated Apogee Instruments ST-100 thermistors connected to a Campbell Scientific CR200
data logger measured water bath and surrounding air temperatures. The thermistor used
for measuring water temperature was submerged just below the surface of the water.
Thermal imagery was collected over the water bath every ten seconds with water and air
temperatures collected every minute by the thermistors. The built-in flat field correction
(FFC) of the FDPR camera was operated based on the camera’s default algorithm for
determining FFC events. The FDPR camera allows the user to set the target emissivity,
surrounding air temperature and humidity, which were set to one, twenty degrees Celsius
and thirty percent, respectively. The emissivity of water was assumed to be 0.98, which
required emissivity corrections for the FDPR thermal imagery. Equation (1) was used to
correct the FDPR thermal images, where Lsens is the radiance measured by the sensor, τ is
the atmospheric transmission, ε is the surface emissivity, Lsfc is the radiance of a blackbody
target of a temperature in Kelvin, Lu is the upwelling atmospheric path radiance and Ld is
the downwelling sky radiance. This equation was simplified into Equation (2) as the Lu
and Ld terms were assumed to be zero and τ was assumed to be one since thermal images
were collected in a controlled indoor environment and at close proximity to the water
bath. To correct for emissivity, the FDPR thermal images were converted from temperature
to radiance using Plank’s equation and the center wavelength of the full width half max
(FWHM) spectral response of the FDPR camera. After emissivity corrections, the radiance
images were converted back to temperature using the inverse of Plank’s equation.
Lsens = τεLsfc + Lu + τ(1 − ε)Ld

(1)

Lsens = εLsfc

(2)

FDPR water bath temperature measurements were obtained by averaging the inner
fifty percent of the individual emissivity corrected FDPR thermal images to avoid the image
vignetting effects. Water and air temperature measurements collected by the thermistors
were interpolated in time to match when FDPR images were collected. The averaged
emissivity corrected thermal images were compared against water temperature measured
from the thermistor. Tests were conducted three times at different ambient air temperatures
to capture how air temperature may affect FDPR thermal measurements.
2.2. Field Test
The field research was conducted at a 53-ha irrigated field site containing maize and
soybean located at the Eastern Nebraska Research and Extension Center near Mead, NE.
The field contained twelve factory calibrated Apogee SI-111 IRTs that measured a spectral
range of 8 to 14 microns with a view angle of 44 degrees. IRTs were mounted on tripods and
positioned nadir to the ground surface where each IRT measured canopy temperature on
continuous one-minute averages with measurements recorded to Campbell Scientific data
loggers. The IRTs located in the soybean were consistently positioned 2 m above ground
level (AGL) while IRTs located in maize were initially positioned at 2 m AGL and raised to
a greater height mid-season so that the distance between the IRT and maize canopy was
no less than 1 m. As the distance between the IRT and canopy changed, the IRT FOV also
changed. Throughout the growing season, the IRT FOV was assumed to be constant as a
1 m diameter circle.
The UAS remote sensing platform used to collect imagery consisted of a DJI M600 with
integrated FDPR thermal infrared (Table 1) and MicaSense RedEdge multispectral cameras
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(Table 2). Both cameras were mounted on a gimbal and positioned to view the ground surface
from nadir during image acquisition flights. Remotely sensed images were collected over the
field using the M600 UAS at an altitude of 240 m AGL with image overlap of seventy percent
or more along the flight line and in parallel flight lines. The typical flight duration for covering
the 53 ha field was approximately ten minutes with images collected once per second. UAS
imagery was collected on cloud free days to ensure shadowing did not negatively affect image
quality. The FDPR camera was powered on for a minimum of thirty minutes before collecting
imagery to allow the camera to thermally stabilize. During flights, the FFC event was manually
triggered every ten seconds to recalibrate the FDPR camera. When collecting thermal imagery
of the field, the FDPR camera settings including target emissivity, ambient air temperature
and relative humidity were set to one, twenty degrees Celsius and thirty percent, respectively.
FDPR target emissivity, air temperature and humidity settings were held constant throughout
the growing seasons even if they did not represent actual conditions. The FDPR camera
provides the user the ability to supply numerical values for emissivity and air temperature
while relative humidity was limited to a categorical setting (i.e., low, medium, or high). Given
that the categorical setting for relative humidity did not provide accurate representation of
actual relative humidity, the authors chose to hold this value, along with emissivity and
air temperature, constant. While changes in set target emissivity is automatically adjusted
in the acquired thermal images by the camera, the adjustments by the camera for selected
air temperature and relative humidity were undetermined. Air temperature and relative
humidity measurements are used in determining the thermal path transmittance, where
increases in air temperature and relative humidity results in decreased transmittance of the
thermal infrared signal. To help minimize any potential path transmittance corrections applied
by the camera, air temperature and relative humidity were held constant at twenty degrees
Celsius and thirty percent (low), respectively. By minimizing the potential path transmittance
corrections by the camera, the corrections discussed in Section 2.4 provide a better assessment
of how path transmittance affects the acquired thermal imagery without correcting for path
transmittance effects twice.
Table 1. FLIR Duo Pro R thermal camera specifications.
Spectral Band
Thermal Frame Rate
Thermal Imager
Focal Length
Field of View
Thermal Sensitivity
Thermal Sensor Resolution
Measurement Accuracy

7.5–13.5 µm
30 Hz
Uncooled VOx Microbolometer
13 mm
45◦ × 37◦
<50 mK
640 × 512
+/− 5 ◦ C or 5% of readings in the −25 ◦ C to +135 ◦ C range
+/− 20 ◦ C or 20% of readings in the −40 ◦ C to +550 ◦ C range

Table 2. MicaSense RedEdge multispectral camera specifications.
Band Name

Center Wavelength (nm)

Bandwidth FWHM (nm)

Blue
Green
Red
Near IR
Red Edge

475
560
668
840
717

20
20
10
40
10

Ground Sampling Distance
Lens Focal Length (mm)
Lens Field of View (degrees 1 HFOV)
Imager Size (mm)
Image Resolution (pixels)
1

Horizontal field of view.

8.2 cm/pixel at 120 m AGL
5.5
47.2
4.8 × 3.6
1280 × 960
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The thermal and multispectral images collected over the field were processed into
ortho-images using Pix4D [29] with Figure 1 providing a typical set of processed images. The MicaSense RedEdge multispectral imagery was calibrated using reflectance
panel images collected before and after flights. A total of twenty-five UAS flights were
Remote Sens. 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
6 of 18
conducted over the research field during the 2018 and 2019 growing seasons (Table
3),
which encompassed the various growth stages and fraction of vegetation covers of maize
and soybean.

(a)

(b)

Figure
Figure1.
1.(a)
(a)UAS
UASmultispectral
multispectralcolor
colorinfrared
infraredortho-images;
ortho-images; (b)
(b) thermal
thermal infrared
infrared (°C)
(◦ C)ortho-images.
ortho-images.Color
Colorinfrared
infraredimage
image
depicts
location
of
IRT
sensors
denoted
with
X.
depicts location of IRT sensors denoted with X.
Table 1. FLIR Duo Pro R thermal camera specifications.
Table 3. Dates of UAS image acquisition.
Spectral Band
7.5–13.5 µm
5 June 2018
24 July 2018
31 May30
2019
23 July 2019
Thermal
Frame Rate
Hz
18 June 2018
1 August 2018
7 June 2019
4 August 2019
Thermal Imager
Uncooled VOx Microbolometer
27 June 2018
9 August 2018
13 June 2019
6 August 2019
Focal
Length
mm
2 July 2018
29 August 2018
24 June132019
13 August 2019
Field2018
of View
45°2019
× 37°
6 July
17 September 2018
28 June
19 August 2019
Thermal
Sensitivity
<50
mK
11 July 2018
11 July
2019
28 August 2019
Thermal Sensor Resolution
6402019
× 512
18 July
6 September 2019
+/− 5 °C or 5% of readings in the −25 °C to +135 °C range
Measurement Accuracy
+/− 20 °C or 20% of readings in the −40 °C to +550 °C range

2.3. Emissivity Corrections

between
zero and
one,specifications.
with vegetation and soil having emissivity
Table Emissivity
2. MicaSenseranges
RedEdge
multispectral
camera
values of 0.98 and 0.96, respectively [2,30]. The FDPR image emissivity corrections consider
Band
Name
Wavelength
Bandwidth
FWHM
the surface
being
measured, withCenter
corrections
based(nm)
on the difference
between
set(nm)
camera
Blueactual surface emissivity. 475
20 were present
emissivity and
Varying field emissivity values
560 in fraction of vegetation cover.
20
throughoutGreen
the growing season due to changes
The FDPR
Red
668
10
thermal infrared ortho-images were corrected using the actual surface emissivity of the
Near
IR
40 a method to
surface being
imaged
(vegetation and soil).840
Brunsell and Gillies [2] proposed
Red
Edge
717
10
calculate emissivity based on multispectral reflectance imagery, where fraction
of cover
Ground
Sampling
Distance
8.2
cm/pixel
at 120
AGL
derived from NDVI is used to calculate a weighted emissivity value based on
the m
emissivity
Lens
Focal
Length
(mm)
5.5
values of vegetation and soil. Fraction of cover derived from NDVI was calculated using
1
47.2
Equation (3),Lens Field of View (degrees HFOV)
Imager
Size
(mm)
2 4.8 × 3.6
fc = [(NDVI − NDVImin )/(NDVImax − NDVImin )]
(3)

1

Image Resolution (pixels)
Horizontal field of view

1280 × 960
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where NDVImin and NDVImax are the NDVI values of bare soil and full vegetative cover,
respectively and NDVI is the calculated surface NDVI. NDVImin and NDVImax values of 0.1
and 0.89 were used to follow that of Li et al. [5]. Actual surface emissivity was calculated
using Equation (4), where εv and εs are emissivity of vegetation and soil, respectively, fc is
fraction of cover from Equation (3) and εi is surface emissivity.
εi = fc × εv + (1 − fc ) × εs

(4)

The calibrated MicaSense multispectral reflectance imagery was used to calculate
NDVI for deriving fraction of cover in Equation (3). Similar emissivity corrections were
applied to the field IRTs, where the MicaSense multispectral reflectance imagery once again
was used to calculate the fraction of cover in the IRT’s FOV.
2.4. Atmospheric Interference Corrections
Additional procedures were considered to include atmospheric interference corrections to the FDPR thermal imagery and IRT surface temperature measurements. Based on
the atmospheric conditions, the thermal infrared signal may be enhanced or attenuated
by the atmosphere. The online atmospheric profile calculator from Barsi et al. [25] was
used to determine the atmospheric profiles interpolated in space and time to the field
location and scene center time of the UAS flights. MODTRAN was used with the modeled
atmospheric profiles to generate values for Lu , Ld and τ for an atmospheric profile from
the surface to the UAS altitude and for a spectrum from 6.5 to 15 microns. These values
were weighted and summed over the FWHM spectral responses of the FDPR thermal
camera and IRT using Planck’s equation and the center wavelength of the FDPR and IRT
FWHM spectrums resulting in a single atmospheric Ld , Lu and τ values specific to the
spectral response of each sensor. To apply the atmospheric corrections to the FDPR thermal
ortho-images and IRT measurements, the calculated Lu , Ld and τ terms and calculated
emissivity values from Equation (4) for a given image date or IRT measurement were used
in Equation (1). This method includes corrections for differences in set target emissivity
and surface emissivity. Using Equation (1) and the modeled atmospheric parameters and
calculated surface emissivity values, the FDPR surface temperature ortho-images and IRT
measurements expressed as radiance were corrected by solving for Lsfc . After solving for
Lsfc , the newly corrected radiance ortho-images and IRT measurements were converted
back to temperature using the inverse of Plank’s equation.
2.5. FLIR Duo Pro R Calibration Models
The method for correcting atmospheric interference discussed Sections 2.3 and 2.4 may be
restrictive for certain users.
The online atmospheric profile calculator from
Barsi et al. [25] is open access; however, MODTRAN is a licensed software that must be purchased. This method also requires several steps that include converting surface temperature to
radiance, applying the corrections and converting radiance back to surface temperature. This
method was originally proposed for correcting Landsat 5 and Landsat 7 thermal bands [25]
that are affected by the entire atmospheric profile due to their high altitudes. Given that
UASs are typically operated significantly closer to the earth’s surface, using this method
may be unwarranted. While atmospheric parameters like pressure, air temperature and
relative humidity change with altitude, UAS operating at low altitudes are subject to less
variability in these parameters with relation to changes in altitude. While the atmospheric
profile between the ground surface and the altitude of the UAS may be relatively constant,
atmospheric interference is present. Given that the atmosphere is relatively constant between
the ground surface and typical operating altitudes of UAS, the need for modeling the entire atmospheric profile may be unnecessary. In addition, atmospheric parameters like air
pressure, temperature and relative humidity used in modeling the atmospheric profile are
often measured with typical weather stations and are widely available. With the atmospheric
conditions considered constant, a model using these atmospheric parameters may be sufficient
to account for atmospheric interference in UAS thermal remote sensing.
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Three different models were developed to correct UAS thermal imagery for differences in set target and actual surface emissivity and atmospheric interference. The three
models developed were: (1) linear model (Equation (5)), (2) second order polynomial
(Equation (6)) and (3) artificial neural network (ANN). The three models included similar parameters used in modeling the atmospheric profile in the Barsi et al. [25] online
calculator. Model independent variables included UAS non-corrected surface temperature measurements (UAS), modeled surface emissivity (ε), atmospheric pressure (P), air
temperature (Tair ) and relative humidity (RH) measured at the time of UAS flights. The
IRT surface temperature measurements corrected for atmospheric interference (IRTatm ) as
discussed in Section 2.4 were considered as actual surface temperature and used as the
models’ dependent variable.
IRTatm = β0 + β1 UAS + β2 Tair + β3 RH + β4 P
IRTatm = β0 + β1 UAS + β2 Tair + β3 RH + β4 P + β5 ε + β6 UAS2 + β7 (UAS)(Tair ) +
β8 (UAS)(RH) + β9 (UAS)(P) + β10 (UAS)(ε) + β11 Tair 2 + β12 (Tair )(RH) + β13 (Tair )(P) +
β14 (Tair )(ε) + β15 RH2 + β16 (RH)(P) + β17 (RH)(ε) + β18 P2 + β19 (P)(ε) + β20 ε2

(5)

(6)

The ANN model was developed using the Keras Python library [31]. ANNs consist
of input, hidden and output layers, with the potential to contain several hidden layers.
The ANN model used the same independent and dependent variables from the linear
and second order polynomial models as input and output layers. The model contained
three hidden layers that used linear, rectified linear unit and sigmoid activation functions.
The input and output layer data were scaled between zero and one, as ANNs tend to
perform better with scaled or normalized data. The data used in model development
were divided into training and testing datasets, with seventy percent of the data used for
training. The models were fitted or trained using the training data and evaluated against the
testing data.
Given that all UAS thermal images in this study were collected at an altitude of 240 m
AGL, the calibration models developed in this section may not be useful at different remote
sensing altitudes and locations. To better understand how atmospheric interference changes
with respect to remote sensing altitude, the modeled atmospheric profile and MODTRAN
were used to characterize atmospheric interference at different altitudes typically used
in UAS remote sensing. This provided information to quantify the potential error if the
calibration models described in this section were used with thermal imagery collected at
different altitudes.
3. Results
The water bath experiments conducted with the FDPR thermal camera helped gauge
the accuracy and stability of the thermal camera over time. Water temperature was measured with the FDPR camera and thermistor on regular intervals as the water was heated.
The results showed large differences in measured water temperature between the FDPR
thermal camera and thermistor for all three tests conducted at different air temperatures
(Figure 2). These differences were greater than the FDPR accuracy specification listed in
Table 1. In addition, FDPR measured water temperature was more variable early in the
tests similar to what previous studies have noted.

ured with the FDPR camera and thermistor on regular intervals as the water was heated.
The results showed large differences in measured water temperature between the FDPR
thermal camera and thermistor for all three tests conducted at different air temperatures
(Figure 2). These differences were greater than the FDPR accuracy specification listed in
Table 1. In addition, FDPR measured water temperature was more variable early in
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Table 4. Comparison results of measured surface temperature from UAS FDPR and field IRTs at
different levels of corrections.
IRT
Calibration
Method

UAS FDPR
Calibration
Method

MAE

MBE

RMSE

R2

None
None
None
e
e
e
Atm
Atm
Atm

None
e
Atm
None
e
Atm
None
e
Atm

1.98
1.37
1.42
3.19
2.15
2.36
2.52
1.65
1.78

−1.22
−0.03
−0.35
−2.99
−1.80
−2.13
−2.01
−0.82
−1.14

2.50
1.76
1.80
3.90
2.67
2.86
3.18
2.15
2.24

0.79
0.90
0.89
0.57
0.80
0.77
0.70
0.86
0.85

None—no corrections; e—corrections for emissivity differences; Atm—corrections for atmospheric interference
(includes emissivity corrections).
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Three different UAS FDPR calibration models were developed and assessed based
on comparison of surface temperature measurements from the UAS FDPR and field
IRTs (Figure 4). The linear and second order polynomial model coefficients are listed in
Table 5. All three calibration models performed well improving UAS thermal measurement
accuracy (Table 6). The ANN model performed best in comparison to the IRT surface
temperature measurements corrected for atmospheric interference (RMSE: 1.12, R2 : 0.94).
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Table 6. Statistical performance of UAS FDPR thermal calibration models.
Table 5. Linear (Equation (5)) and second order polynomial (Equation (6)) FDPR calibration model
coefficients. Model
MAE
MBE
RMSE
R2
Linear
1.00
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Linear Model
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Table 6. Statistical performance of UAS FDPR thermal calibration models.
sensor altitude decreases, Lu decreases and τ increases both contributing to less interference by the atmosphere.
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correctedR2therModel
MAE
MBE
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mal imagery collectedLinear
at four different altitudes. MODTRAN
was
to determine
1.00
0.46 used 1.27
0.93 atmospheric interference
at each
altitude based on the 0.91
modeled atmospheric
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Second Order
Polynomial
0.14
1.24profile0.94
Network
0.88thermal
−0.08
field site on 9Artificial
August Neural
2018. Figure
6 demonstrates that
imagery1.12
collected0.94
at difThe UAS thermal images used in this study were collected at 240 m AGL, which
limited the testing and development of the thermal calibration models discussed in
Section 2.5 to a single sensor altitude. The atmospheric interference on thermal imagery
is dependent on both atmospheric conditions and the altitude at which remotely sensed
thermal imagery is collected. Figure 5 depicts the changes in atmospheric Lu , Ld and τ
on 9 August 2018, at the field site in relation to changes in remote sensing altitude. It
is apparent in Figure 5 that sensor altitude affects the Lu and τ terms while Ld is unaffected. As sensor altitude decreases, Lu decreases and τ increases both contributing to
less interference by the atmosphere. Figure 6 shows the differences in atmospherically
corrected thermal imagery collected at four different altitudes. MODTRAN was used to
determine atmospheric interference at each altitude based on the modeled atmospheric
profile at the field site on 9 August 2018. Figure 6 demonstrates that thermal imagery
collected at different altitudes is affected differently by the atmosphere given that the
slopes and intercepts of the corrected versus uncorrected temperature lines are different. It
also is apparent that there is a range of measured temperatures where the effects of atmospheric interference are not largely different at different sensor altitudes for this given day.
Figure 7 shows the absolute temperature differences between atmospherically corrected
thermal imagery collected at 240 m AGL and corrected thermal imagery collected at 30 m,
60 m and 120 m AGL. The vertical dashed lines in Figure 7 depict an absolute one-degree
Celsius difference between the atmospherically corrected thermal imagery collected at
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atmospheric interference using the Barsi et al. [25] online atmospheric profile calculator and
MODTRAN to model the Ld , Lu and τ parameters used to characterize the atmospheric
profile. This method may raise some concern as it was originally intended to correct
thermal imagery acquired with satellites. In modeling the Ld , Lu and τ parameters using
this method, the assumption that the Lu and τ terms were negligible (Lu = 0, τ = 1) in
contributing to atmospheric interference minimized the potential error associated with
correcting atmospheric interference using this method. The Ld term is unaffected by path
length (distance from sensor to surface measured) assuming τ = 1, while the Lu and τ
terms are dependent on path length, which was small for the IRT in comparison to the
path length of the UAS when collecting thermal imagery. In addition, the effects of the
Ld term on the thermal infrared signal are relatively small compared to the Lu and τ
terms, as the contributing interference due to Ld is attributed to the reflected downwelling
longwave radiation or (1 − ε)Ld (see Equation (1)). Overall, the assumption that the IRT
measurements corrected for atmospheric interference most accurately represented actual
surface temperature provided greater confidence in the comparisons with UAS acquired
thermal imagery.
The comparison of atmospherically corrected UAS and IRT surface temperature measurements using the modeled atmospheric profile and MODTRAN presented some of the
limitations of this method. While there were slight improvements in surface temperature
comparisons from no correction (RMSE: 2.50, R2 : 0.79) to full atmospheric interference
corrections (RMSE: 2.24, R2 : 0.85), the desired accuracy of UAS surface temperature
measurements needed for various applications is not met. The lack of accuracy may be
attributed to the limitation on modeling the atmospheric profile at low altitudes and the
overall short path length in UAS remote sensing compared to that of a satellite. The
modeled atmospheric profile and MODTRAN method was originally used in correcting
thermal imagery from satellites, where the entire atmospheric profile affects the thermal
infrared signal. With UAS remote sensing, there is far less atmosphere affecting the thermal infrared signal, however, the low altitude atmosphere contains the most variation in
air temperature and humidity which are important factors contributing to atmospheric
interference. In Figure 5, the rate of change for the Lu and τ terms vary based on altitude,
showing that atmospheric interference is more prominent at lower altitudes. The method
using MODTRAN may not be able to accurately distinguish the fine yet present changes
in these parameters at low altitudes typically seen in UAS remote sensing. The apparent
bias in the comparisons (Table 4, Figure 3), where UAS temperature measurements were
overall lower than IRT measurements may also present an argument on the limitations of
this method for correcting UAS thermal imagery.
Given the results of correcting FDPR remotely sensed thermal imagery using the
modeled atmospheric profile and MODTRAN, a different method of obtaining increased
accuracy in UAS-based surface temperature measurements was desirable. The linear,
second order polynomial and ANN models proposed and tested in this study all performed better at correcting UAS FDPR measurements when compared to IRT measurements corrected for atmospheric interference. These additional models offered increased
FDPR measurement accuracy and a simplified approach that does not require modeling the atmospheric profile and MODTRAN. While the calibration models discussed in
Section 2.5 use common atmospheric parameters including air temperature, relative humidity and atmospheric pressure as explanatory variables, the models may not properly
characterize atmospheric interference at other UAS remote sensing altitudes and locations.
Figure 7 provides insight on quantifying the potential error if the proposed calibration models from Section 2.5 are used at different remote sensing altitudes; however, the information
provided in Figures 5–7 are specific to a certain location, time and sensor. While these
models are easier to implement, they have potential to account for atmospheric interference
and sensor bias simultaneously, whereas the method using MODTRAN had no specific
capabilities for correcting sensor bias.
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The methods used in this research for correcting UAS thermal imagery may be restrictive for certain users or yield lower accuracy in corrected imagery based on location
and sensor. The MODTRAN radiative transfer code is a licensed software that must be
purchased, which limits its use by a wide audience constricting the potential to further
test this method as a viable means for correcting UAS-based thermal imagery. The calibration models presented in Section 2.5 were developed at a specific location using a single
thermal infrared camera, which may limit their use at different locations, altitudes and
sensors. In addition, the potential sensor bias present with the FDPR used in this study may
not be present in other thermal cameras, further decreasing the usefulness of the models
presented in Section 2.5. Other means for correcting thermal imagery may involve direct
measurements of the components needed in Equation (1), similar to Berni et al. [32], who
modeled the Lu and τ components using MODTRAN and measured the Ld component
with a thermal sensor. Preliminary work has shown that there is a strong linear correlation
between Ld and the Lu and τ parameters when using the modeled atmospheric profile
and MODTRAN for a satellite like Landsat [33]. Further work is needed to determine if
direct measurements of Ld contains a similar correlation to Lu and τ at typical UAS remote
sensing altitudes and sensors.
5. Conclusions
Thermal infrared remote sensing is used in various agricultural applications and
models for determining water stress and plant health. Satellite and manned aircraft
remote sensing platforms have been the primary means for collecting remotely sensed
imagery while UAS have recently gained a greater foothold in remote sensing due to their
flexibility and lower cost. Several thermal cameras are available as UAS payloads capable
of collected non-radiometric and radiometric thermal imagery. This study assessed a FLIR
Duo Pro R, a radiometric thermal camera, and determined methods for increasing thermal
measurement accuracy in agricultural applications. The assessment included laboratory
and field-based testing. The water bath test results showed that the FDPR thermal camera
had a degree of measurement instability that lasted several minutes after power-up. In
addition, the FDPR water bath temperature measurements were consistently outside the
manufacturer’s stated measurement error tolerance when compared to the thermistorbased water temperature measurements, with differences between FDPR and thermistor
water temperature measurements typically decreasing with time. A warm-up period is
recommended to surpass the instability of the FDPR camera after power-up, with longer
warm-up periods likely enhancing FDPR measurement accuracy.
Surface temperature measurements from the UAS FDPR thermal imagery and field
IRTs were compared to verify accuracy of remotely sensed thermal measurements. Corrections for emissivity differences between set sensor emissivity and actual surface emissivity
along with atmospheric interference were applied to both the UAS FDPR thermal imagery
and IRT surface temperature measurements. Comparisons were made at different levels
of corrections including no corrections, corrections for emissivity differences only and
corrections for atmospheric interference. Nine different comparisons were made at the
various levels of corrections with the IRT surface temperature measurements corrected
for atmospheric interference considered most accurate or as the actual surface temperature. While the initial assumption would be that the UAS FDPR thermal imagery and
IRT measurements corrected for atmospheric interference would compare best, the UAS
FDPR thermal imagery corrected for emissivity only had the strongest agreement with the
atmospherically corrected IRT measurements.
Three additional FDPR calibration models were developed as an alternative method
of correcting UAS FDPR thermal imagery. The linear, second order polynomial and ANN
calibration models developed to improve accuracy of the UAS FDPR thermal imagery
all performed similarly. Model development was based on using similar parameters
used in modeling the atmospheric profile with the Barsi et al. [25] online atmospheric
profile calculator. All three models performed better at correcting UAS FDPR thermal
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imagery compared to the method using the modeled atmospheric profile and MODTRAN.
These calibration models provided a simple yet accurate means of correcting UAS FDPR
thermal imagery without the need of a licensed software like MODTRAN. While the
newly developed calibration models performed well, they may not perform similarly
to UAS thermal imagery collected at different altitudes and locations. The calibration
models developed in this study are likely not suitable as a universal calibration approach,
but rather sheds light on the process of obtaining accurate UAS remotely sensed surface
temperature measurements.
This study provided a better understanding of the accuracy and stability of the FDPR
thermal camera, demonstrating the need for atmospheric interference corrections and
camera warm-up period before collecting imagery. With thermal imagery often used in
monitory vegetative conditions and water stress, the need for accurate surface temperature
measurements is imperative. The UAS FDPR calibration models developed and tested in
this study provided an additional and simplified approach to correcting thermal imagery
for atmospheric interference while increasing FDPR thermal measurement accuracy. By increasing the accuracy of UAS thermal remote sensing, the various agricultural applications
that utilize this data will benefit greatly and may lead to better decisions with managing
agricultural systems.
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